
August 6, 2018 

To the Honorable Members of the CA State Senate Appropriations Committee: 

Senator Anthony J. Portantino (Chair) 

Senator Jim Beall 

Senator Jerry Hill 

Senator Scott Wiener 

Senator Patricia Bates (Vice Chair) 

Senator Steven Bradford 

Senator Jim Nielsen 

Dear Senate Appropriations Committee Members: 

As three of the nine elected Board Members of San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART), we 

write to you to express our strong opposition to Assembly Bill 2923 (Chiu/Grayson), and ask that 

you join us in opposing the basic concept of this bill. 

We represent three BART Districts that include 12 suburban transit stations within the Contra Costa and 

Alameda communities of Fremont, Union City, Pleasanton, Dublin, Castro Valley, Hayward, Walnut 

Creek, Pleasant Hill, Lafayette and Concord. This letter contains our dissenting views, from the balance 

of our BART Board members. 

We all agree that BART has many successful Transit Oriented Development (TOD) projects completed, 

underway and planned. We also agree that TOD is a way to help relieve the Bay Area housing shortage. 

But, AB2923 is not about whether to build TOD projects on BART parking lots or not. It is about HOW 

they get built, and who makes the key zoning decisions on parking, density, floor area ratios, and 

building height. BART has one vision of how to build it, cities and counties often have a different view. To 

reconcile these differences, the authors of the bill have chosen to present us with a fundamental change 

in established law by removing jurisdiction over "how to build it" (parking, density, building height, low-

income ratios) from community leaders, and give it to us, BART Board Directors who are elected 

regionally. We believe that the communities lose under AB2923 and here's why: 

I. BART's Mission Drift.

Bart's stated mission: Provide safe, reliable clean quality transit services for riders. Our job is transit, not

housing. While a major rebuilding of the entire infrastructure has just begun, it will be 15-20 years before

completion. AB2923 would serve only to further BART's mission drift by giving BART the unchecked

authority to greatly expedite development around stations instead of focusing on rebuilding the transit

system, while excluding cities/counties and their elected leaders from the process.

II. AB2923 won't fix the Bay Area's housing/jobs/transportation imbalance, it will worsen.

Suburban BART communities should not shoulder the burden of solving the housing shortage caused by

urban San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose's rapid job growth and their failure to plan for housing.

Any new legislation should focus instead on the increase of housing inventory in the areas where the
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